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Sometimes the Earth Gets Heavy Holding It Up Like That
Today I took back $5.55 cents worth of cans back to the redemption center took my separated garbage --plastic, batteries, metal, glass, paper--back to the recycling center went to the supermarket and didn't buy things with excess packaging, didn't use plastic bags for my fruits and vegetables, just threw them all in the cart together, didn't buy any products from Ralston Purina, Coca-Cola, Nestle, or any other non-pollitically correct item, had them bag my groceries in the cloth bags I brought and of course, walked to all these places. Then on the way home some guy drove by me going about 75 and threw a pop can and candy bar wrapper (Coke and Nestle's Crunch) out the window and all I saw was his bumper sticker that said "Greenpeace" and I just stood there shaking my head and staring at the wrapper blowing down the road and the can rolling to the side of the street I needed to yell, or point it out to him but by then he was long gone spewing C02 into the sky completely unaware of what he had done, totally oblivious to the fact that I picked up his garbage, took it home like some great prize, and sorted it into cans and paper.
Fine. I said it's fine. Everthing here is fine.
We don't mind--it's so fine.
We easily. 
--Fraser Harrison
The Problem that Has No Name, Now Has a Name, But the Name Is Not Really the Name, Because It Still Really Has No Name (Betty Friedan Will Understand.)
What is this so deep inside all these women that makes us reach so deep inside our own throats searching to pull out what makes us ache? If we could we'd submerge ourselves in ourselves, down through our esophagus, beyond our hearts into our stomach where we could just pull it out.
But instead we gag and can't get beyond the back of our throats, as they keep telling us it's not really there, it's not really there. And we'll keep going on like this trying to get it out --the only way we know how--until they believe what we keep telling them, It Is There.
You steal all the stars while our eyes are blinded by the tolerance we grew. We knew the moon was holding our extistence. Its essence recharges our hopes of new mornings and old dreams. The moon sings to blossoms of wormy apples, telling us appearance means nothing to the tastes of desire. The moon smiles at magic crystals hidden in womyn's eyes. The moon shares its light with the dreams of small girls sleeping under darkness. The moon giggles the moment wet cement sucks an imprint of a womyn's name, an almost permanent identity in this world. 
My Brother and I Can Spend Forever Doing Nothing
We discovered the rain is more beautiful if Father just washed the car.
I laugh as your homemade dimple appears and I promise I won't mess up your baseball cards.
We agree we must be the coolest people alive then implant ourselves in the concrete curb as the wet world goes by on a merry-go-round.
Rain dots our exclusive vision as we talk of chocolate ice cream Allen Ginsberg and the Mets in one breath.
We dance a polka in the puddles, sing an Irish drinking song, and fling mud to the muses, lepordizing our white T-shirts.
I tell you the poem I wrote and you tell me the painting you made. Rain streaks the canvas sky and in the frame there is only us. 
